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STAROŚĆ RADOSNA CZY SMUTNA? 
AKSJOLOGICZNE PROBLEMY STAROŚCI

AXIOLOGY OF OLD AGE. A JOYFUL OR A SORROWFUL SENILITY? 
Summary

there has been an increase in the number of elderly people in modern atlantics 
societies in the early 21’ century. elderly people feel needless and unwanted. they 
often face abandonment and live in poverty. the article indicates a human being’s 
development from the axiological and anthropological points of view. it focuses on 
old age, using two existence categories — happiness and sadness — as a research key 
based on theological ethics.

experiencing transience is a part of elderly person’s life, who is affected by their 
friends’ passing away. memory of the past days becomes a burden. the elderly suf-
fer from age-related and civilization-related diseases, which can lead to existential 
anxiety.

people who enjoy longer life are often full of joy. the primary source of satisfac-
tion is achieving real life wisdom. old age is the time of the most beautiful, the most 
mature love for God and men. many people rediscover their faith. the generosity of 
youth and the struggles of old age are a sign of the natural life’s flow accompanied 
by the subconscious need for personal satisfaction. old age is the time for discover-
ing satisfaction brought by good deeds as well as the pain of remembering bad mo-
ments.

the proper care for the elderly should be identified not only with the family, 
health, sociological and psychological problems, but also the moral and religious is-
sues. they are the ones that constitute the major areas of axiological interest for the 
elderly.
Keywords: axiology, anthropology, childhood, a letter to elderly people, wisdom, 
youth, transience, old age, joy, death
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MąDROŚĆ I DOŚWIADCZENIE  
ATRYBUTAMI STAROŚCI

WISDOM AND EXPERIENCE AS ATTRIBUTES OF OLD AGE 
Summary

the issue of old age is getting more and more popular as the subject of psychologi-
cal research. it is a result of growing number of the elderly population. Socio-eco-
logical changes increase the risk of a negative assessment of the elderly in particular 
as regards their reduced abilities and usefulness. there is a growing necessity of 
demonstrating the positive aspects of old age, especially the value of gained experi-
ence and the resulting wisdom. it occurs by redefining and revising one’s own life. 
due to that, the elderly, in their wisdom, become more reflective and aware of their 
potential, willing to give impartial opinions and advise others. these attributes re-
flect pragmatic wisdom, that is different from transcendent wisdom perceived as the 
culmination of spiritual development. the transcendent wisdom enables to overcome 
one’s limitations and discover the meaning of life experience; it is characterized by 
an affirmative attitude towards the course of events, towards oneself and others. it 
integrates and enables to maintain balance between oneself and the environment. it 
can be reflected by one’s ability to change life priorities. although old age does not 
guarantee wisdom or spiritual development, it creates the most suitable conditions for 
them. thereby, it gives a chance to more complete personal development. 

Keywords: old age, transcendent wisdom, experience, mental integrity
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AUTOKREACYJNY WYMIAR STARZENIA SIę 
W PERSPEKTYWIE SPOłECZNO-EDUKACYJNEJ\

AUTOCREATIONAL ASPECT OF AGEING IN SOCIAL  
AND EDUCATIONAL PERSPECTIv 

Summary

this paper treats about the issue of ageing meant as a purposefully initiated proc-
ess of autocreational spiritual and moral development of a senior. the correlation 
between ageing and personal autocreation leads to the conviction that treating this 
process as an art of living directing a person towards creative inner change is fully 
justified. the process occurs on the basis of awareness and intentional acting towards 
projection of strategies that lead to personal fulfilment identified with finding the 
meaning of one’s own existence. the problem of autocreational aspect of ageing was 
presented in the context of social and cultural conditions determining the phenom-
ena unfavourable to present elders - deepening the intergenerational gap, weakening 
their social status and real possibilities to participate in public life. on the ground 
of european parliament resolution the main points of strategy that creates condi-
tions enabling educational, professional and social activation of seniors and restores 
their balanced position towards younger generations in social life’s practice were 
presented.

Keywords: ageing, the art of getting old, creative development, autocreation, inten-
tionality, meaning and quality of life, inter-generational distance, social and educa-
tional policy
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MIEJSCE OSóB STARSZYCh W RODZINIE

ThE PLACE OF ELDERLY PEOPLE IN ThE FAMILY 
Summary

Family, social, demographic and cultural changes affect the designation of the 
place of the individual members in the family. Seniors position in the family com-
munity determine their individual feelings, commitment to family life and attitudes 
of the other members. elderly persons social status is closely bound up with the social 
roles taken by them as grandparents. relationships with grandchildren giving the 
feeling of being needed, significantly affect elderly people perception of their own 
place in the family. experience, knowledge and wisdom transmitted to the younger 
generation and the rest of the family is the biggest factor in strengthening the position 
of elderly people.

Keywords: position of older people, the role of grandparents, grandparents-grand-
children contacts
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CZłOWIEK STARY W RODZINIE 
I W SPOłECZEńSTWIE 

W NAUCZANIU JANA PAWłA II

OLD PERSON IN FAMILY AND IN SOCIETY,  
IN ThE TEAChING OF JOhN PAUL II 

Summary

what is present in john paul ii’s teaching is his deep belief in the need to ac-
cept each life stage in categories of the gift – for an individual, a family and society. 
a consistent application of the humanistic perspective is associated with the accept-
ance of old age as a state of the man in all its positive and difficult aspects. at each life 
stage the man needs healthy relations with other people. the basic site of acquiring 
and maintaining the bonds is family. it should also remain “the primary environment 
of old people’s activity”. the society is responsible for creating appropriate condi-
tions for the elderly so that they could not be deprived of family warmth. this is a re-
quirement of cross-generation solidarity – translating universal humanistic values 
into the practice of life.

Keywords: old age, gift, family, cross-generation solidarity
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STAROŚĆ KSIęDZA: Deus proviDebit

ThE OLD AGE OF A PRIEST: Deus proviDebit 
Summary

the article is a theological voice concerning the existential crisis involving old 
age of priests; it is a quest, in the light of faith, for the answer towards experienced 
weakness, solitude, alienation. thus, as a matter of fact, it is a story about God 
who let himself be known as the one who cares, dresses wounds – as providence. 
in the biblical story about the offering on the mount moriah abraham was to 
make with his son, isaac, God is not only revealed in the definitive resolution 
of the story itself, its final, but God’s nature is even more deeply shown in the 
faith of the patriarch who has already known God „on his way” and who is able 
to put confidence in God even in the darkness of his ignorance as to the future. 
this confidence made him answer isaac: ”God will provide”. deep intimacy with 
God enables coexistence of experienced suffering and darkness with hope and 
confidence inside human heart. it ensures than God takes action personally at the 
right time, becoming our ”substitute”, that he does care as the lamb who sac-
rifices himself, giving prospects where is seems that all possibilities have been 
exhausted.

Keywords: offering, care, providence, faith, hope, priesthood, old age, grace
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LUDZIE STARSI WŚRóD NAS I Z NAMI.  
Z DOŚWIADCZEń PRACY  

W DOMU KSIężY EMERYTóW

ThE ELDERLY AMONG US AND WITh US.  
FROM ThE EXPERIENCES OF ThE hOUSE  

FOR RETIRED PRIESTS IN KATOWICE  
Summary

today there is a heated debate about the place and importance of elderly people in 
society. if already now or in the not too distant future i become bitter and lose confi-
dence in people then it may find that nothing will give me joy, nothing will surprise 
me, everything will irritate me and i will have the impression that i know “every-
thing”. and then my senility will become very difficult, especially for entourage.

about the senility, to the elderly and about the elderly, pope john paul ii writes in 
his “letter to the elderly, my brothers and Sisters: “we are all familiar with examples 
of elderly people who remain amazingly youthful and vigorous in spirit. (…)while 
they tend to need physical assistance, it is equally true that in their old age the elderly 
are able to offer guidance and support to young people as they face the future and 
prepare to set out along life’s paths. (…)” (n˚ 12). every day we help priests living 
in the house of St. joseph – the house for the retired priests. assistance rendered 
to the elderly priests is thorough and professional through the disease prevention 
and through rehabilitation and therapy. it also covers the educational aspect because 
a patient, conscious of limitations that come from illness and from the old age can 
actively participate in the healing process and most of all prevent disability arising 
from complications.

we are called to offer many others. maybe it is a matter of mutual trust? however 
how to gain the confidence of the other person, often older, suspicious, mistrustful, 
helpless, and even tired of life? a mysterious power comes not from words but from 
some kind of caring interest. kindness is very important in this situation, however 
the trust does not depend on it. it forms only combination of the kindness and an 
assurance that the person who we trust will suddenly not break contact. therefore 
loyalty combined with care may the key to the heart of the other person.

Keywords: elderly priests, care, therapy, active senility
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WARTOŚĆ WYChOWAWCZA ŚWIATOWYCh DNI 
MłODZIEżY Z JANEM PAWłEM II 

ThE EDUCATIONAL vALUE OF ThE WORLD YOUTh DAYS  
WITh POPE JOhN PAUL II 

Summary

the article indicates the educational value of the world youth days with john 
paul ii. this Global youth Gathering was depicted as global educational situation, 
exhibiting also its characteristic of agoral gathering, during which intergenerational 
transmission of values takes place. transfer of values is made not only through pope’s 
messages, but also through unique personality of john paul ii, which in his edu-
cational relationship with the youth appears to be a meeting of the master and the 
student. 

Keywords: world youth day, agoral gathering, educational situation, the message  
of john paul ii for world youth day, educational value, educational relationships 
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PODMIOTOWOŚĆ I KOMUNIKACJA 
MIęDZYPOKOLENIOWA

SUBJECTIvITY AND INTERGENERATIONAL COMMUNICATION 
Summary

human personality in a decisive manner depends on social relationships. this 
article discusses selected theories of mental development (maslow, erikson and oth-
ers). it is also about the importance of relationships in the development of the human 
race and culture. in addition it briefly presented the concept of social and individual 
subjectivity and the theory of horizons of reference. the context for these phenomena 
is the contemporary crisis of civilization with its economic, political and cultural 
variety. here we are the main source of the increasingly widespread culture of narcis-
sism and increasingly growing narcissistic personality traits of our contemporaries. 
the main theme is the importance of these processes and phenomena for intergen-
erational relationships.

Keywords: crisis of civilization, subjectivity, narcissism, sacrum, profanum
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EPIZODY WSPóLNEGO ZAANGAżOWANIA  
W RELACJACh MIęDZYPOKOLENIOWYCh  

– SZANSE I ZAGROżENIA

JOINT INvOLvEMENT EPISODES IN INTER-GENERATIONAL 
RELATIONShIPS – ChANCES AND DANGERS 

Summary

the following text is an attempt of reconstruction of the most important features 
of an inter-generational dialogue which on the one hand, is immersed in natural, for 
generations, developmental processes concerning identity transformations, and on 
the other hand is experiencing a specific cultural revolution. a variation is imple-
mented in the inter-generational dialogue as a constant value and a feature of the 
meetings (relations). the text shows consequences of changeability concerning the 
continuous dialogue of young people with the older generation and vice versa. the 
author describes the characteristics of changes and places them in the context of fea-
tures of joint involvement episodes. this kind of relationships makes a new means 
for a development for all participants. it seems that the inter-generational dialogue 
serves changes in the process of formulation of identity processes in young people as 
well as it is of great importance to formulate people’s sense of integration in the late 
adolescence period. thus, the first and the second group of people are able to fulfil 
the important development tasks. the characteristics of the episodes has been made 
on the basis of subjective, objective and relational dimensions. all of them serve in 
obtaining new possibilities of creative adaptation of individuals.

Keywords: sense of identity, sense of integration, joint involvement episodes, changes
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DIALOG MIęDZYPOKOLENIOWY  
W RELACJI DZIADKOWIE – WNUKI

INTERGENERATIONAL DIALOGUE IN ThE GRANDPARENTS 
– GRANDChILDREN RELATION 

Summary

a dialogue between generations in the family is of great importance for each and 
every member of this community, and for the entire society. especially nowadays 
– in the face of transformation of the family reality – the role of the elderly should not 
be underestimated. one should appreciate it, because the grandparent – grandchild 
relationship is very enriching for both parties. a dialogue between family members 
is an attempt to meet another man halfway, to get to know other people. through 
a dialogue between generations, conducted in the spirit of truth, openness and love, 
one can better understand oneself and others. by building mutual understanding, this 
dialogue also contributes to the increased willingness to cooperate between genera-
tions. it constitutes a basis for education, forms the identity and teaches respect for 
the learnt views and values. therefore it is necessary to strengthen the bond between 
generations, to nurture interpersonal relationships in the family and to create condi-
tions for frequent family gatherings, attended by grandparents and grandchildren.

Keywords: intergenerational dialogue, communication within the family, grandpar-
ents, grandchildren
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ROLA DZIADKóW W MIęDZYPOKOLENIOWEJ 
TRANSMISJI WARTOŚCI W RODZINIE

ThE ROLE OF GRANDPARENTS IN INTERGENERATIONAL 
TRANSMISSION OF FAMILY 

Summary

the intergenerational transmission of family forms a hierarchy of values which is 
for a young person a point of reference for the assessment of the situations encoun-
tered in families and within society. in the transmission of values very important 
is a role played by grandmother and grandfather. it should be performed with joy, 
with love and wisely. Grandparents shape the sense of family sustainability, bestow 
interest and acceptance upon their grandchildren. they uphold basic values such as 
family, God, faith, work, goodness, honesty. by their own example, they try to pass 
on these values to the younger generation. the basis of the intergenerational trans-
mission of values are: quality of interpersonal relationships, shared support, deep 
emotional bond, personal commitment and acceptance by grandparents, parents and 
children of the common value system.

Keywords: family, grandparents, values, intergenerational transmission of values
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RODZINA WIELOPOKOLENIOWA JAKO PODSTAWA 
MIęDZYPOKOLENIOWEJ SOLIDARNOŚCI 

MULTI-GENERATION FAMILY AS ThE GROUND FOR SOLIDARITY 
BETWEEN GENERATIONS 

Summary

in this article the role of multi-generation family in forming solidarity between 
generations has been analysed. the theoretical framework of this work was the fam-
ily system theory. results of the research on the protective role of multi-generation 
family have been presented. author also shows results of the research on importance 
of relations between generations. 

in this paper author also describes phenomenon of multi-generation solidarity 
from the point of view of the elderly considering that the weakening relations be-
tween generations are particularly difficult for them. 

Keywords: solidarity between generations, family system theory, multi-generation 
family
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ZMIANA W POSTRZEGANIU OSóB STARSZYCh 
JAKO ELEMENT PROCESU EDUKACJI KU STAROŚCI

ChANGE IN PERCEPTION OF OLDER PEOPLE AS AN ELEMENT 
PROCESS OF EDUCATION TOWARDS SENILITY 

Summary

this article deals with the problem of “senility” in the context of how changing 
the perception of the elderly can lead to improvement in the quality of their lives. the 
author also points out the problems related to older people’s participation in society 
and impact of delaying the retirement age on family structure. issues related to social 
activation of the elderly and problems of the stereotypes of aging (e.g. in the media) 
are also discussed, as well as the problems caused by misperceptions of generations 
and the communication barriers between generation members. the article summa-
rizes the risks and advantages of new technologies for the elderly and mentions the 
importance of preparation to senility as a process which should be carried out start-
ing from early age.

Keywords: senility, stereotypes, perception
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NIEDALEKO PADA JABłKO…  
– NOWE FORMY REALIZACJI WARTOŚCI

ThE APPLE NEvER FALLS FAR –  
NEW WAYS OF IMPLEMENTING vALUES 

Summary

this is what is valuable to an individual, to a large extent, automatic control rooted 
in the requirements and possibilities of culture. therefore the analysis of the cultural 
dimensions forms the space for the analysis of individual valuations. the modern 
culture of the western world – the so-called latemodern – is characterized by three 
main dimensions: individualism, consumerism, and technologization. they are so 
called affordances (opportunities) shaping the mentality referred to as “the mentality 
of the right thumb”. it organizes the form and content of individual choices on a sub-
ordinated basis the criteria of speed, easiness and clarity.

intergenerational differences in the valuation are associated with the difference of 
not only goals, but also the possible ways to achieve them.

Keywords: values, mentality, culture


